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CHAPTERR II
THEE EVOLUTION OF WIDE, LOW-MASS INTERACTING BINARIES.
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Summary.. We study the evolution of binaries in which a low-mass
giantt with a helium or carbon-oxygen core is transferring matter to
aa more massive compact companion. In the case of the He-core
giantss we find mass transfer rates of ~ 1 0 ~ 6 - 1 0 " 7 M Q / y r , which
persistt for — 10 b yr, while for the CO-core giants the correspondingg values are ~ 1 0 ~ 6 M o / y r a n d ~ 1 0 5 y r respectively. The stellar
windd from the giant may play an important role in the evolution of
thesee binaries. When the compact companion to the giant is a white
dwarff the systems we model might be observed as symbiotic stars.
Keyy words: binaries - symbiotic stars - novae - X-ray binaries

thee giant also increases until it fills its Roche-lobe and mass transfer
too the compact companion commences. Since the mass transfer
takess place from the less massive to the more massive star, it will
causee the orbit to widen on a dynamical timescale until the radius
dictatedd by the core mass of the giant can again be accommodated
withinn the Roche-lobe of the giant.
Becausee this adjustment can take place on a much shorter
timescalee than that on which the radius of the giant changes, the
mass-transferr rate will adjust itself to a value at which the rate of
increasee in radius of the Roche-lobe is just equal to the
evolutionaryy expansion rate of the giant. The equation determiningg the mass-transfer rate can be written as:

<$L-m<$i' <$L-m<$i'

(i) )

1.. Introduction
Manyy models for interacting binary stars such as X-ray binaries,
cataclysmicc binaries and symbiotic stars require a certain rate of
mass-transferr from one star to the other. In the case of the X-ray
binariess a transfer rate of 10 ~ 8 - 1 0 ~ 9 M 0 / y r is sufficient to explain
thee observed properties, in other cases (symbiotics, SS433, etc.) a
muchh larger rate ( 1 0 ~ 5 - 1 0 " 6 M o / y r ) is necessary.
Forr the bright low-mass X-ray sources near the galactic center a
veryy simple and plausible model was proposed by Webbink,
Rappaportt and Savonije (1983, hereafter WRS) and Taam (1983),
whereinn a low-mass giant transfers mass on a nuclear timescale to a
moree massive neutron star. In this paper we extend the model of
WRSS to include giants with higher core masses. Our main purpose
iss to investigate whether the larger transfer rates which are needed
too explain other types of interacting binaries can be achieved in a
similarr way.

wheree Rg is the giant's radius and R^ the radius of its Roche-lobe.
Thee first partial derivative on the right-hand side gives the rate of
changee of the radius of the Roche-lobe due to mass transfer
throughh the i j point, the second allows for changes in the radius of
thee Roche-lobe due to a stellar wind. An analytic expression for the
evolutionaryy change in the radius of the giant can be obtained from
fitsfits to the core mass-luminosity [L = L(m,.)] and core mass-radius
[R[Rgg = Rt (mc)] relations mentioned above. Since the energy in these
giantss is generated in a shell source around the core, the increase of
coree mass with time is given by the luminosity of the star divided by
thee amount of energy generated by burning one gram of matter in
thee shell:
mmcc = Ljt..

(2) )

Thee left-hand side of Eq. (1) can therefore be written as:
èR.\èR.\

2.. Method of calculation

fdR„\
\dm\dmt t

.

fdRt\
dmdmc c

L

(3) )

Too derive an expression for the right-hand side of Eq. (1) we begin
Inn the basic model (WRS) a low-mass giant, in a wide binary system byy writing the radius of the critical Roche-lobe as:
withh a slightly more massive companion, is slowly ascending the
(4) )
giantt branch. These stars have the property that, for a given * LL = ƒ ( * ) « ,
chemicall composition, their radius and luminosity are, to good wheree a is the binary separation, q the ratio of the mass of the
approximation,, functions of the core mass only (Refsdal and compactt star to that of the giant mx/mt, and ƒ(#) an analytic fit to
Weigert,, 1970; Paczyhski, 1970; Kippenhahn, 1981). As the core numericallyy calculated values of RJa. We shall employ here the
masss of the giant increases due to nuclear evolution, the radius of expressionn by Paczynski (1971):
SendSend offprint requests to: M. de Kool
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(5) )

Differentiatingg (4) with respect to time yields

(df\ (df\

RLRL = a[ —

)ci+f(q)a.

(6) )

Too obtain expressions for q and a as a function of the transferred
masss we have to make some assumptions about the way mass is lost
fromm the giant. WRS assumed that all matter lost from the giant is
transferredd to the companion, implying conservation of total
systemm mass and orbital angular momentum. Since we want to
considerr cases where the total system mass (and hence also angular
momentum)) is not conserved, we shall use more general expressions.. We have simply

w

w

gg

(7) )
g

studyingg the behaviour of the functions F and G some general
conclusionss can be derived. The function f determines the effect of
thee wind mass loss: when F> 0 the wind mass loss will increase the
transferr rate. The last term in the expression for F represents the
rotationall angular momentum of matter at the surface of the giant
whichh is carried out of the system by the stellar wind. This term is
alwayss positive and therefore tends to increase the mass transfer
rate.. The sum of the first two terms is < 0 for q < 3. Hence in the
absencee of spin angular momentum losses the mass transfer rate
willl bee reduced by the stellar wind for q < 3 and increased for q > 3.
Stablee solutions require that mass flow from the giant to the
compactt star leads to an increase in the radius of the Roche-lobe of
thee giant. This translates to the requirement that G > 0, which for
P=P= 1 implies q> 1.2. This result was also found by WRS. Note
thatt for /? = 0 (i.e., all matter transferred through the L,-point
iss ejected) the requirement is only q > 0.836.

Withh Kepler's law we can write a as
JJ22

1

(8) )

3.. Properties of the giant

Too carry out the calculation outlined above we have to know the
followingg properties of the mass-losing giant:
1)) The core mass-radius and core mass-luminosity relations.
Inn their paper, WRS considered giants with a degenerate He-core
andd a hydrogen burning shell, with core masses in the range
2J2J
MT
Iji
(9) ) 0.15-0.35MQ.. For these stars the fits to the core mass-luminosity
andd core mass-radius relations for a Population 1 composition
Too be able to calculate a and q from (7) and (9) we make the ( 77 = 0.28, Z = 0 . 0 2 ) as derived by WRS are:
followingg assumptions regarding the mass loss:
ln(Z./L o )) = 3.50 + 8 . 1 1 z - 0 . 6 1 z 2 - 2 . 1 3 z 3
1)) There is a wind emanating from the giant, which is totally
(11) )
2
3
lostt from the system taking with it the specific angular momentum Inn (R/RQ) = 2.53 + 5.10z - 0.05z - 1.71 z ,
(orbitall plus rotation) of matter at the surface of the giant.
wheree z = In [wc/(0.25 A/ Q )]. These fits can be used for core masses
2)) Mass is transferred to the compact star through the Z,,upp to 0.45 MQ.
point.. When the mass transfer rate necessary to keep the giant
Sincee we are interested in cases of high mass-transfer rates, we
withinn its Roche-lobe is lower than that required to yield the
havee made similar fits to the numericall models of Paczyhski (1970)
Eddingtonn luminosity from the compact star (mc), all transferred
forr stars on the asymptotic giant branch with a degenerate CO-core
matterr is accreted.
andd two burning shells, which have core masses in the range 0.63)) If, however, the mass transfer rate is in excess of mc, the
0.99 A/©. We find the following relations:
accretionn rate is limited to mt and the rest is lost from the system
carryingg the specific orbital angular momentum of the compact Inn (LjL0) = 10.227 + 2.057y - 0.687 v2 + 2.282>'3
(12) )
star.. By making this assumption about the angular momentum loss Inn (R/R ) = 6.771 + 1.290>- - 0.332 v2 + 1.920v\
0
wee implicitly assume that the matter which is lost first passes
throughh an accretion disk before it is ejected from the vicinity of the wheree y = In [mJM0 ].
2)) A value for the efficiency of energy generation per unit mass
compactt star (possibly in the form of beams or jets).
Usingg these assumptions in Eqs. (9), (7) and (6) one obtains the inn the burning shell [e in Eq. (3)]. For the He-core giants we have
changee in size of the Roche-lobe of the giant as a function of the usedd the same burning efficiency as WRS,
mass-transferr rate and the wind mass-loss rate. Equating these
££ = £ H A \
(13) )
resultss to the evolutionary change in the radius of the giant
obtainedd in Eq. (3), yields an expression for the mass-transfer rate: withh X the hydrogen mass fraction in the envelope and eH = 5.89
10 1 8 erggg '. For the giants with two burning shells we used the
e\nR. e\nR.
resultt
found by Kippenhahn (1981) that in these cases typically
(10)
)
tmtmttmmee+\m+\mww\Fiq)\\Fiq)\
G(q)
dm. dm.
aboutt 13 % of the luminosity comes from the He-burning shell, and
simplyy raised e accordingly. In this simple model we neglect the
with h
possiblee effects of thermal pulsations (Iben and Truran, 1978).
113
\(\+q)
22 + 6?
/ 16
3)) The wind mass-loss rate. For the wind mass-loss rate we
F(q)-. F(q)-.
usedd the expression by Kudritzki and Reimers (1978):
3(l+<?)) + V 3 U / 3
withh J the orbital angular momentum, Mr the total system mass
andd n the reduced mass. Differentiating with respect to time gives
uss an expression for a:

m w == - 5 . 5 10- 1 3 (tf//c G ) (LILQ) (A//A/ 0 )" 1 A/ G /yr.

and d
55
G

«

)) =

3-3

2 (3 + q + 2pq)
q(l+q)

Heree m„ is the stellar wind mass loss rate of the giant and /J is the
fractionn of the transferred mass that is actually accreted. By

(14) )

Inn the case of giants with high core masses these wind losses
becomee very large (larger than the transfer rate through the Rochelobe)) and the giant envelope is lost mostly through the wind.
Becausee expression (14) is still rather uncertain we repeated the
calculationss with the wind mass-loss rate reduced by a factor of
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Tablee 1. L o w mass giant - n e u t r o n star binaries
Reducedd wind massloss s

Fulll wind masss loss
wc c

PPinit init

0.30 0
0.40 0
0.45 5
0.60 0
0.70 0
0.80 0
0.90 0

61.99 9
429.6 6
812.4 4
2016 6
3738 8
5551 1
7313 3

Log<m,> >

Logg r R L

^Vin n

-7.388
-6.633
-6.366

7.16 6
6.25 5
5.90 0

317 7
1069 9
1615 5

-6.400
-6.21 1
-6.08 8
-5.955

5.51 1
5.04 4
4.66 6
4.30 0

3119 9
4941 1
6655 5
8162 2

Log<w(> >

Log/ RL
/ L

''fin n

-7.37 7
-6.63 3
-6.38 8

7.24 4
6.44 4
6.15 5

448 8
1394 4
1956 6

-6.48 8
-6.366
-6.29 9
-6.233

6.08 8
5.81 1
5.58 8
5.32 2

4561 1
6399 9
7807 7
8925 5

Inn these models m g = 1.1 M0, mx = 1.4 MQ a n d alll matter transferred in excess o f the E d d i n g t o n
limitt (1.5 10 8 M0jyr) is ejected from the system. Pinit is the initial orbital period of the binary in
days,, </«,) the time average of the mass transfer rate in M 0 / y r , fRL the duration of the mass transfer
phasee in years, a n d />fin the orbital period when mass transfer stops
Tablee 2. L o w mass giant

white dwarf binaries

Fulll wind masss loss
mc c
0.30 0
0.40 0
0.45 5
0.60 0
0.70 0
0.80 0
0.90 0

PP
AA

LogO,> >

Logf RL L

/'fin n

-7.36 6
-6.51 1
-6.20 0

7.10 0
6.11 1
5.74 4

263 3
947 7
1491 1

-6.11 1
-5.84 4
-5.62 2
-5.40 0

5.31 1
4.82 2
4.38 8
3.87 7

2967 7
4835 5
6585 5
8114 4

inn

65.01 1
450.6 6
852 2
2114 4
3921 1
5822 2
7670 0

Reducedd wind massloss s
Log<m m
>

>

Log? RL
? L

/'fin n

-7.38 8
-6.58 8
-6.30 0

7.19 9
6.33 3
6.00 0

356 6
1170 0
1723 3

-6.32 2
-6.13 3
-5.97 7
-5.77 7

5.85 5
5.52 2
5.17 7
4.69 9

3699 9
5489 9
6994 4
8276 6

Inn these models mg= 1.0M0 and mx — 1.3 A / 0 . Symbols have the same meaning as in Table 1

100.. If mw were significantly larger than the value given by (14), as
hass been suggested for giants with massive degenerate cores (the
so-calledd "super-wind", see e.g. Iben, 1981), the evolution would
bee completely dominated by stellar wind losses. The evolutionary
timescalee would then become so short that our model would no
longerr be applicable. We therefore do not consider this case any
further. .

4.. Results

windd from the giant tends to increase the mass transfer rate. This
increase,, which may seem contrary to the usual result that mass
losss from a star in a binary always increases the separation, is
causedd by the inclusion of rotational angular momentum in the
giantt wind [see Eq. (10)].
Thee mass-transfer rate does not change drastically when
comparingg the models of the most massive He-core giants with
thosee of the least massive CO-core giants, and becomes at most a
feww times 10 6 M 0 / y r . On the other hand the duration of the mass
transferr is much shorter in the case of the CO-core giants (10-100
times).. This effect is partly caused by the small envelope masses
allowedd in this case, and partly by the high stellar wind mass loss
rate,, which in the most extreme cases can become four times as
largee as the transfer rate.

Wee considered giants with a Population I composition that start to
transferr mass with either a He-core in the range 0.3-0.45 M0 or a
CO-coree in the range 0.6 0.9 M 0 . Two types of binary systems
weree investigated. The first consisted of a 1.1 MQ giant and a
\AMQ\AMQ neutron star. The maximum accretion rate of the neutron
star,, m e , was taken to be 1.5 1 0 ~ 8 M o / y r . The second type of 5.. Discussion
systemm consisted of a 1.0M o giant and a 1.3M G white dwarf. In
thiss case the maximum accretion rate of the companion is much Wee now turn to the question of which types of observed interacting
larger,, with m e = 1.5 10~ 5 M G /yr. The main results are presented binariess might possibly be explained by our model. The only
inn Tables 1 and 2, in which we list the average mass-transfer rate, systemm which has been identified with a wide binary consisting of a
thee duration of the mass-transfer phase and the initial and final neutronn star and a giant which fills or nearly fills its critical
orbitall periods of the binary. Some general conclusions can be potentiall lobe is GX 1 + 4 . Our model is probably not applicable
drawnn from Tables 1 and 2. By comparing the transfer rates with heree because of the relatively low inferred mass transfer rate of
highh and low wind mass-löss rates we find that the presence of a 55 10 * 9 MQ /yr. All of o u r models with neutron star primaries yield
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super-Eddingtonn transfer rates, so the obvious features to look for
aree a combination of X-ray emission and mass ejection from the
system,, possibly in the form ofjets. The two objects that fulfil these
criteria.. ScoX-1 and SS 433. do not seem to fit in the model because
off the relatively short observed orbital periods of 0.79 d and 13.1 d ,
respectively.. In SS433 a giant of low core mass (0.25 MQ) might fit
intoo the orbit, but it could not provide the mass estimated to be
leavingg the system in the jets ( 1 0 " 10 " 7 A/ 0 /yr; Begelmanet al.,
1980).. Apart from this, there are also other arguments against a
low-masss companion to the compact object in SS433 (Crampton
andd Hutchings, 1981). Another case in which supercritical
accretionn onto a neutron star has been invoked is in the
explanationn of the recently observed axially symmetric radioremnantss (Shaver et al., 1985; Becker and Helfand, 1985). In these
objectss we see evidence for highly energetic mass ejection that has
beenn going on for a few times 10 s yr. a time interval very similar to
thee lifetimes found in our calculations. For more details about this
modell see de Kool and van den Heuvel (1985). When the accreting
starr in the binary is a white dwarf more promising candidates for
ourr model can be found. To recognize what these systems would
lookk like we employ the work of Nomoto (1981) concerning the
accretionn of hydrogen-rich matter onto white dwarfs. It is found
thatt for log»? > —6.6 the accreting matter burns steadily on the
surfacee of the white dwarf. For log in < - 6.6 the matter will burn
inn flashes, which may or may not eject some of the accreted matter.
Forr log m > —6.0 a giant envelope will form around the white
dwarf.. In Table 2 we find that for a large range in parameters, < m)
fallss in the interval apparently required for steady H-burning.
Thesee binaries would display many of the properties normally
associatedd with symbiotic stars. Such objects, are defined (see
Friedjungg and Viotti, 1981) as stars which (i) show both absorption
featuress typical of late-type giants and high excitation emission
liness in their spectrum, and (ii) are quasi-periodically variable.
Thesee systems are now widely interpreted as binaries consisting of
aa giant with a strong stellar wind and a very hot dwarf or sub-dwarf
companion.. The high excitation emission lines are caused by
photoionizationn of the giant's wind by the radiation field of the hot
dwarf.. Accreting white dwarfs have already been proposed as
candidatess for the hot companion (Tutukov and Yungelson, 1976,
1981;; Paczyriski and Rudak, 1980) since their properties explain
manyy observed characteristics of symbiotic stars.
Kenyonn and Webbink (1984) have made an extensive study of
severall well known symbiotic stars by trying to fit their observed
spectraa with different theoretical models. Some systems are best
explainedd by a binary consisting of a giant and an accreting main
sequencee star, in which case the mass transfer mechanism we
discusss is not applicable since the giant has to be less massive than
itss companion. Better candidates are those systems for which a hot
subdwarff companion, with a radius intermediate between that of a
whitee dwarf and a main sequence star, would best explain the
observedd spectra. Model calculations of accreting white dwarfs
(Paczyhskii and Zytkow, 1979) indicate that the photospheric
radiuss of such stars can indeed become an order of magnitude
largerr than the white dwarf itself. Of the systems considered by
Kenyonn and Webbink the best candidates for our model are AG
Draconis,, RW Hydrae, V443 Herculis and SY Muscae. These are

thee systems in which (i) the hot component of the binary is very
compactt and has a high temperature ( ~ 10 s K) and (ii) the giant
cann be filling its Roche lobe. It is interesting that AG Dra and V 443
Herr are the only two systems out of the 19 considered by Kenyon
andd Webbink that lie far from the galactic plane, which is
consistentt with the age expected for the binaries we model. Other
symbioticss with a hot compact source are AG Peg and BF Cyg, but
inn these systems the giant does not seem to be filling its Roche lobe
(Kenyonn and Gallagher, 1983). In these cases accretion is thought
too take place from the wind of the giant, although if these giants
underfilll their Roche lobe by a factor of 2 or more, very large wind
masss loss rates ( ~ a few times 10~ 4 A/ o /yr) are necessary to
explainn the inferred accretion rate. In fact, this is a more general
problemm of the wind accretion model, since even if the giants do
nearlyy fill their Roche lobes a substantial increase in mass loss rate
overr the value given by the Reimers and Kudritzki expression is still
necessary. .
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AA wide low-mass binary model for
thee origin of axially
symmetricc non-thermal radio sources

P(days) )

M.. de Kool & E. P. J. van den Heuvel
Astronomicall Institute, University of Amsterdam, Roetersstraat 15,
10188 WB Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Thee extended non-thermal radio sources G357.7 — 0.1 and G5.3 —
1.00 in the galactic bulge have about the same energy content in
thee form of relativistic particles and magnetic fields as the brightest
ordinaryy supernova remnants (original energy input ~10 5 0 ' 5 erg),
butt differ from the latter in having a marked axial symmetry1'2.
Theirr surface brightness gradually fades away towards one end of
thee symmetry axis, and at the opposite end one finds a compact
radioo source. The recently discovered radio source G18.95— 1.1
(ref.. 3) may belong to the same category. Helfand and Becker4
havee argued that these structural properties can be explained most
plausiblyy if these 'remnants* were produced by the ejection of
matterr with high kinetic energy by accreting binary systems at a
ratee »10 3 7 ergs~', the ejection lasting for several times 105 yr
whilee the systems were travelling through the interstellar medium
withh a speed of —100 km s~'. We show here that the only type of
neutronn star binary that can fulfil both the condition of longevity
andd of a continuous high-mass transfer rate is a relatively wide
binaryy in which the companion of the neutron star is a low-mass
giant,, with an orbital period of the order of weeks to months.
Binariess of this type are expected to resemble closely the eight
brightestt galactic bulge X-ray sources5,6 as well as the progenitors
off the two wide radio pulsar binaries7-9.
Thee arguments for an accreting binary model are 4 : (1) The
onlyy known types of sources that can inject large amounts of
energyy into non-thermal radio shells for an extended period of
timee are young pulsars and accreting neutron star binaries.
(2)) The linear extents of the radio remnants measured along
thee axis are ~ 20-30 pc. At a plausible speed of — 100 km s"1
thiss requires > 2 - 3 x 105 yr travel time. (3) The same amount of
timee is required to obtain their —10 505 erg energy content from
aa young Crab-like pulsar or a neutron star accreting at the
Eddingtonn limit (both having dE/dt — 103* e r g s - 1 ) . As the high
energy-losss phase of a young pulsar ceases within —104 yr after
itss birth, an accreting neutron star (or, possibly, a black hole)
seemss the only suitable candidate for providing the energy. (4)
Thosee neutron-star binaries around which we infer the presence
off relativistic particles (such as SS433 (ref. 10), Sco X-l (refs
11,, 12), Cyg X-3 (ref. 13) and Cir X-l (ref. 14)) have rates of
masss transfer near or above the Eddington limit (m Edd = 1.5 x
10~88 M©yr _ 1 ). (5) The presence of the compact radio source
(off finite angular size) on the symmetry axis, which at least in
thee case of G5.3-1.0 is obviously connected to the radio
remnant,, suggests that continuous injection of energy and. relativisticc particles may still be taking place (see also ref. 15).
Thee possible absence of a strong X-ray point-source in or
nearr the shells is not necessarily worrying, because in the case
thatt the mass transfer rate exceeds the Eddington value, most
orr all of the X-ray emission may be blocked on its way towards
us,, by the excess matter which is piling up around the compact
object,, or in a thick accretion disk around this object. The energy
generatedd by the accretion will then come out in other forms,
presumablyy mostly as kinetic energy. Our example here is SS433,
wheree the kinetic energy in the mass outflow at least equals the
Eddingtonn luminosity, while on the other hand the X-ray point
sourcee of SS433 has an X-ray luminosity of only 10 3 5 ergs~',
moree than a factor of 103 below the Eddington value 10 .
Inn view of the arguments above, we adopt the accreting binary
modell and now examine which of the known types of accreting
neutron-starr binary systems can achieve a more or less continuouss near or super-Eddington-limit mass transfer rate for

Timee (Myr)

Fig.. 1 Evolution of the mass transfer rate m„ wind mass loss rate
mww from the giant, luminosity L and radius R of the giant, orbital
periodd P and separation A, for a binary system that started out
withh He-core mass 0.4 M 0 , M g „ m = M 0 and a 1.4 M 0 neutron
star.. The mass transfer lasts —2.Ox 106 yr and has an average rate
-1.3x10-'' M s y r ' (~10mEd<1), so that 90% of the transferred
matterr is ejected from the system.

severall hundreds of thousands of years. The three main types
off accreting neutron star binaries known in the Galaxy are: (1)
thee massive X-ray binaries, in which the companion to the
neutronn star has a mass M s > 8 - 1 0 M 0 : (2) the close low-mass
X-rayy binaries (orbital period *£ 0.5 days), in which the companionn to the neutron star is presumably an unevolved red
dwarf;; (3) the wider low-mass X-ray binaries (orbital period
PP 3 0.5 days), in which the companion to the neutron star is an
evolvedd low-mass giant (<1.2 M 0 ) and the mass transfer is
drivenn by the internal evolution of this star. Examples of the
lastt category are 5 Cyg X-2 ( P = 9.8 days), 2S0921 - 6 3 ( P = 8.99
days)) and GX 1 + 4 (P at least several months, as the optical
starr is a low-mass M6 Ille red giant).
Thee first two categories of systems are unable to maintain a
highh mass transfer rate for several times 105 yr, for the following
reasons.. The massive systems can reach a near- or superEddingtonn rate only by means of Roche lobe overflow, which
is,, however, highly unstable as the mass transfer takes place
fromm the much more massive to the less massive component,
whichh causes the orbit to shrink rapidly 16 ' 17 . In these systems,
thee Eddington limit is reached in ~ 5 x 104 yr on average (at
mostt 105 yr) beyond which the transfer rate will increase rapidly
(10 4 yr)) to —10 - 4 -10 - 3 M© yr - 1 (see ref. 17) and a common
envelopee will form, presumably leading to rapid spiral-in of the
neutronn star and ejection of this envelope on a timescale ~ 1 0 3 10 4 yrr (refs 16, 18-20). In the close low-mass systems, where
gravitationall radiation losses and/or magnetic braking are
drivingg the mass transfer, it is very difficult to obtain mass
transferr rates 2=mEdd without coming into serious conflict with
thee observed luminosity distribution of X-ray sources 21,22 . This
makess these systems improbable candidates for having produced
thee radio shells.
Onn the other hand, the third category of systems, consisting
off a neutron star and a less massive giant, seems ideally suited
forr fulfilling the required conditions: here almost any rate of
masss transfer m„ below or above the Eddington limit, can be
achievedd for long periods of time (ranging from ~ 105 to 10s yr,
dependingg on the value of m,). The transfer rate depends mainly
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onn the initial orbital period and to a lesser extent on the initial
masss and metal content of the companion5'7. Moreover, the
masss transfer, even if it is super-Eddington, never becomes
unstablee as the transfer takes place from the less massive to the
moree massive component, which causes the orbit to widen. An
additionall merit of this type of binary model is that the location
off the radio sources considered (near the galactic centre) is very
similarr to that of the bright galactic bulge X-ray sources, for
whichh the model was originally devised and seems well established. .
Forr conservative mass transfer (with conservation of total
masss and total orbital angular momentum) from a giant with a
degeneratee He core, the mean mass transfer rate <m,>is in lowest
orderr approximation given by (see ref. 5):

Tablee l M e a n mass transfer rate {mj, d u r a t i o n i R L and final orbital period /",,„
ass a function of initial (degenerate) core mass Mc for wide binary systems initially
consistingg of a 1.4 MB neutron star a n d a 1 M.-, giant c o m p a n i o n

Withh m*

Withh m*/10C

MMc c P.... P.... <*,) )
«RL L
0.30 0 65.01 1 2-44 (-8) 18.11 (6)
0.40 0 450.6 6 1-33 (-7) 2.033 (6)
0.45 5 «52.0 0 2-33 (-7) 0.866 (6)

P,* P,* <»H) )
'm. .
Pfi» »
272 2 2.44 (-8) 23.11 (6)
405 5
982 2 UU (-7) 3.633 (6) 1,335 5
1,524 4 2.11 <-7) 1.84(6) ) 1,897 7

0.60 0
0.70 0
0.80 0
0.90 0

2,994 4
4,844 4
6,588 8
8,116 6

2,114 4
3,921 1
5,822 2
7,670 0

2.55
4.00
5.55
7.00

(-7)
(-7)
(-7)
(-7)

0.288 (6)
0.086(6) )
0.0311 (6)
0.010(6) )

2.00 (-7)
3.00 (-7)
3.33 (-7)
3.88 (-7)

1.300 (6)
0.666 (6)
0.344 (6)
0.144 (6)

4,282 2
6,055 5
7,432 2
8,531 1

P,„„„ is uniquely determined by Mc. T h e degenerate cores with M c € 0 . 4 5 Mr.,

consistt11
of helium, those with M > 0.60 M,._, of C and O. T h e matter transferred
(m^s^xio-^PiM^yr(m^s^xio-^PiM^yr
]]
d)
inn excess of t h e Eddington limit is assumed to leave the system with t h e specific
c

orbitall angular m o m e n t u m of the neutron star. Mass transfer rates a r e in M,T, yr ' ,
' R LL > yr a n d p in days. N u m b e r s in parentheses indicate powers of 10.

wheree P is the initial orbital period in days. Equation (1) shows
thatt to reach mt ~ 3 x 10~s Me yr-1 (= 2mEdd), the required initial
orbitall period is ~60 days. The duration of the mass transfer
phasee is roughly Afenv/ m„ where Afenv = 0.7 M® is the envelope Forr the He-core giants these were (with z = In (MJ(0.25 M©))):
masss of the giant, which for m, = 2™,^ yields ~2 x 107 yr. Giants
In(L/io)) = 3.50 + 8.11z-0.61z2-2.13zJ
withh a degenerate He core yield a maximum (mj of MOm^,
(2) )
justt before the He flash. A higher m, (10-lOOniEdd) can be
ln(K/K©)=2.533 + 5.10z-0.05z 2 -1.71z ï
reachedd by giants with a degenerate CO core.
Thee conservative assumptions used in ref. S are probably not andd for the CO-core giants (with y = In (MJM©))
applicablee to the case of very high mass transfer rates considered
Inn (LI Lo) = 10.227 + 2.057 v - 0.687>>2 + 2.282.V3
here,, as a considerable amount of mass (and angular momentum
Inn (R/Re>) = 6.771 + 1.290>>-0.332v2 + 1.920v3
withh it) is ejected from the system. We have therefore carried
outt calculations of orbital evolution and mass transfer rates Equationss (2) are from ref. 5 assuming a Population I composisimilarr to those in refs 5-7 for binaries initially consisting of a tion,, since galactic bulge stars are known to have a rather high
11 M© giant, either with a He core of mass 0.3 M® <MC< 0.45 JVf©, metall content, and equations (3) (S. A. Rappaport, M. de K.
orr with a CO core of mass 0.6 M s < Mc<0.9 M®, in which we andd E.J.P. van den H.) represent afitto the curves calculated
didd not assume total conservation as in ref. 5, but allowed for inn refs 23 and 24. For the mass loss in the giant wind we used
losss of mass and angular momentum from the system. We also thee expression by Kudritzki and Reimers25:
includedd the effects of the mass toss due to the strong stellar
m5=$.5xlO-m5=$.5xlO-ll\R/R\R/R<D<D)(L/L)(L/L@@)(M/Me>V
windd expected from the luminous giants considered here. As
wee assume a jet-like ejection mechanism from the inner parts Wee also did calculations with m„ given by rn"/100; an example
off an accretion disk, the mass which is transferred by Roche off the results is given in Fig. 1, and all results are summarized
lobee overflow in excess of m M leaves the system with the specific inn Table 1. Although the lifetimes of the systems considered
orbitall angular momentum of the neutron star. The stellar wind heree are shorter than those in ref. 5, these low-mass giant plus
carriess the specific orbital and spin angular momentum of the neutronn star binaries are still able to provide the high (supergiant.. The method of calculation is based on the assumption
Eddington)) mass transfer rates for periods >10*yr, and thus
thatt the orbit evolves in such a way that the giant's equivalent cann easily produce the radio sources.
Rochee radius remains equal to the radius dictated by its core
Wee conclude that the wide binary model gives a good agreemass.. Together with our assumptions on the way mass and mentt with the present observations. Further work, especially a
angularr momentum are lost from the system, this uniquely carefull search for X-ray emission or detailed structure in the
determiness the mass transfer rate as a function of time. The compactt sources, could yield more evidence in this direction.
methodd is discussed in detail in ref. 5, so we shall not give
Wee thank Dr P. Shaver for stimulating discussions. This
detailedd equations here but only list the M,.-R and Mc-L rela- researchh was supported by the Netherlands Foundation of Pure
tionss used, where R is the giant radius and L its luminosity. Research,, ZWO, grant ASTRON 19-21-017.
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Summary.. We present the results of calculations of the spin low-masss helium white dwarf), i.e. a wide binary radio pulsar. The
evolutionn of a magnetized neutron star in a wide iow-mass X-ray orbitall separation of these two compact stars depends mainly on
binary,, with an evolved secondary star. In these calculations thee initial secondary mass, and the orbital period at the beginning
thee history of the mass-accretion rate is obtained from a semi- off the mass-transfer stage of the low-mass X-ray binary.
analyticall description of the evolution of the low-mass X-ray
Duee to the accretion of mass the neutron star in the low-mass
binary,, and the magnetic field of the neutron star is assumed to X-rayy binary will undergo a torque and its rotation period will
decayy on a variable timescale. The torques associated with the change;; the resulting spin-rate derivative depends on the neutronaccretionn have been derived from Ghosh and Lamb's (1979) starr spin, its magnetic field, and the accretion rate. As a consemodell of disk accretion. Adopting the idea that these LMXRB's quence,, the final spin rate of the neutron star, when the low-mass
aree the progenitors of the wide low mass binary radiopulsars we X-rayy binary is transformed into a binary radio pulsar, is deterfindfind that the relation between spin and orbital period of the binaryminedd by the histories of the latter two quantities.
radioo pulsars PSR 1855 + 09 and PSR 1953 + 29 is in good agreeThee time dependence of the accretion rate can be obtained
mentt with our models if we assume that after the formation of fromm the reasonably well understood evolution of low-mass X-ray
thee neutron star its magnetic field decayed exponentially on a binariess with an evolved companion (Webbink et al. 1983; Taam,
timescalee of a few times 10 6 yr to a bottom value of ~ 5 10 s 1983). .
Gauss.. From the orbital and spin period of the binary radio pulsar
Forr the history of the magnetic field of the neutron star the
PSRR 1953 + 29 we derive an upper limit to the initial decay time- situationn is far less clear. We will take the generally accepted point
7
scalee of the magnetic field of the neutron star of ~ 1.2 10 yr.
off view that when a neutron star is formed it has a surface magneticc field of a few times 10 l 2 G, which decays on a time scale
Keyy words: X-ray: binaries - stars: neutron - pulsars: general
off less than 107 years (see e.g. Lyne et al., 1985).
Itt is generally assumed that neutron stars in low-mass X-ray
binariess are formed by the accretion-induced collapse of a white
dwarf,, during the same stage of mass transfer which gives rise
too the X-ray emission. This idea is, in particular, based on the
1.. Introduction
difficultyy to explain otherwise how the systems managed t o reThee distribution of binary radio pulsars in the spin-period versus mainn bound during the supernova explosion in which the neutron
magnetic-fieldd diagram differs markedly from that of the single starr was formed (Helfand, Ruderman and Shaham, 1983). The
radioo pulsars (for a review see eg. van den Heuvel, 1984). This problemm lies in the fact that the neutron star progenitor must
hass led to the idea that radio pulsars in binary systems have been havee been more massive than ~ 8 Af 0 and the remaining neutron
"recycled",, i.e. they have been spun up due to mass accretion starr is only ~ 1.4M 0 , which means that several MQ are ejected
duringg a previous episode of mass exchange of the binary (Smarr fromm the system. Since the system can only remain bound if less
andd Blandford, 1976; Radhakrishnan and Srinivasan, 1982; Alpar thann half of its mass is ejected, this implies that the companion
ett al. 1982).
mustt have been sufficiently massive (at least a few M0), which
Thee properties of the binary radio pulsars in wide circular iss not the case in the low-mass X-ray binaries. Since this considorbitss can be understood in a natural way, if they are the descen- erationn argues strongly against the idea that the neutron star is
dantss of low-mass X-ray binaries with an evolved companion star aa very old object, we shall use the scenario of accretion induced
Savonije,, 1983; Paczynski, 1983; Joss and Rappaport, 1983). In collapsee throughout this work.
thee latter systems the transfer of mass, which occurs by RocheInn this paper we calculate the spin-up history of neutron stars
lobee overflow, is driven by the nuclear evolution of the second- inn low-mass X-ray binaries with an evolved secondary star, and
ary,, whose expansion leads to a secular increase of the orbital thee resulting spin periods of wide binary radio pulsars, for a range
separationn (Webbink et al. 1983; Taam, 1983). After the envelope off assumed initial values of the relevant system parameters. These
off the secondary has been completely stripped the system consists resultss are compared with the observed spin and orbital periods,
off a neutron star, and the remaining core of the secondary (a andd magnetic fields of wide binary radio pulsars. We discuss
possiblee implications for the formation of neutron stars in lowmasss X-ray binaries, and for the decay of neutron-star magnetic
fields. fields.
SendSend offprint requests to: M. de Kool
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2.. Evolution of the neutron-star spin rate
Too calculate the change in rotation period of an accreting magnetizedd neutron star we used the model proposed by Ghosh and
Lambb (1979) (hereafter GL) for the interaction between an accretionn disk and the magnetosphere of a neutron star. In this model,
thee torque exerted on the neutron star by the accreting matter
cann be conveniently expressed as a function of a "fastness parameter"" tus, which is the ratio of O t , the angular velocity of the star,
too Ï2 k , the Keplerian angular velocity at the boundary of the
magnetosphere,, and is given by
w s s - ^ == 1.4410- J fl5' 7 / , _ 1 m 8 - 3 / 7 M- S ; 7

(1)

Heree B9 is the surface magnetic field in units of 109 Gauss. P the
spinn period in seconds, ms the accretion rate in 10 8 M 0 /yr and
MM the mass of the neutron star in MQ. The net accretion torque
cann then be expressed as
NN = N0iia>J

(2)

wheree A/0 is the angular-momentum flux carried by matter flowingg through the inner boundary of the disk, at the magnelospheric
radiuss Rm:
J V o = A ( * J m --

(3)

Heree jK{Rm) is the specific angular momentum of matter in a
Kepleriann orbit at the magnetospheric boundary Rm. Thedimensionlesss torque n(ws) is approximately given by (GL):
n(cu5)) = 1.39(1 - w,(4.03(l - w5)° 1 7 J - 0.878))(I - w j " 1

(4)

Combiningg Eqs. (1,2,3,4), and using the result that the moment of
inertiaa of a neutron star does not change significantly by mass
accretionn (see e.g. Canuto, 1977), and is well approximated by a
constantt value of 10 45 gem-2 then yields an expression for the rate
off period change P

Shapiroo et al. (1982), who showed that at this period a neutron
starr becomes unstable to non-radial oscillations which effectively
radiatee away spin angular momentum in the form of gravitationall waves.
Fromm the above it can be seen that the evolution of the
neutron-starr spin period is completely determined once the massaccretionn rate and the magnetic field of the neutron star are
knownn as a function of time.
Thee mass-transfer rate in a binary system can, in general,
onlyy be obtained from detailed evolutionary calculations involvingg the response of the secondary star to mass loss. However,
forr the wide low-mass X-ray binaries the structure of the masslosingg star (which slowly ascends the giant branch) can easily
bee parametrized, and the evolution of these binaries followed
semi-analytically.. These stars have the property that, for a given
chemicall composition, their radius and luminosity are, to good
approximation,, functions of the core mass only. As the core mass
off the giant increases due to nuclear evolution, the radius of the
giantt also increases until it fills its Roche-lobe and mass transfer
too the compact companion commences. Since the mass transfer
takess place from the less massive to the more massive star, it will
causee the orbit to widen on a dynamical timescale until the radius
dictatedd by the core mass of the giant can again be accommodatedd within the Roche-lobe of the giant. Because this adjustment
cann take place on a much shorter timescale than that on which
thee radius of the giant changes, the mass-transfer rate will adjust
itselff to a value at which the rate of increase in radius of the
Roche-lobee is just equal to the evolutionary expansion rate of the
giant.. Hence, from the equations describing the radius change of
thee giant and the changes of the Roche lobe due to mass transfer
thee transfer rate can be solved. This method was first proposed
byy Webbink et al. (1983); the details of the method used in the
presentt paper have been described by de Kool et al. (1986).

Thee time evolution of the magnetic field of a neutron star is
nott yet well understood, and one of the purposes of this work
p=p= - 1 . 0 5 4 1 0 ' l 0 S j n ( ( j X 2 J M " ' (syr' 1 )
(5) iss to make an attempt to put constraints on this evolution. From
observationss of single radio pulsars it appears that neutron stars
Notee from Eq. 4 that for u>s - 0.35 the total torque on the star
aree formed with a magnetic field of ~ 10' 2 to 10' 3 Gauss, which
iss zero, in which case the star is said to rotate at its equilibrium
initiallyy decays on a timescale of - 5 10* yr (Gunn and Ostriker
period.. For later reference we introduce here the spin-up timescale
1970;; Lyne et al., 1985). However, there is recent evidence, that
t sp ,, defined as the time it would take to spin up a neutron star
thiss decay does not continue indefinitely but stops (or proceeds
whichh is initially at rest (ws = 0) to the equilibrium period at
att a much longer time scale) at a value of order I0 9 Gauss
whichh n(ws) = 0:
(Kulkarni,, 1986; Van den Heuvel et al., 1986; Bhattacharya
andd Srinivasan, 1986). To parametrize this behaviour we have
T
« p 3 ö ^ 3 ö jj = 1 4 3 1 0 6 B » B ' 7 r f t » J / 7 A , " 5 / 7 <yf>
< 6 > assumedd that a neutron star forms with a magnetic field of
10' 22 Gauss, which decays exponentially on a timescale r fll beThee model of Ghosh and Lamb (1979) is only valid as long as tweenn 106 and I0 7 yr until it reaches a transition field strength
thee magnetospheric boundary lies outside the stellar surface BIrr (10 8 -I0 9 Gauss). After BtT is reached the field only decays on
(R,, = 10 6 cm):
aa much longer timescale T B2 (10 8 -10'°yr).
R .. < 1 . 9 1 1 0 6 f l $ ' 7 m 8 - 2 ' 7 M - " 7

(cm)

(7)

Whenn the magnetic field is very weak this condition can be violated.. In that case we use a simple boundary layer model in which 3.. Description of the models
thee torque is given by
Thee starting point of the evolutionary history of the wide lowmasss X-ray binary is a system consisting of a low-mass star
NN = M**W
(8)
( ~ 11 Af 0 ) and a massive white dwarf (1.2-1.4M 0 ) companion,
wheree R„ is the stellar radius. This yields
withh an orbital period between 0.5 and 50 days. As the secondary
leavess the main sequence its radius will increase until it fills the
5 2
1
P=P= - 4 . 3 5 0 1 0 P m 8 ( s y r )
(9)
criticall potential lobe and mass transfer starts. While the system
Wee impose a lower limit of 1.5 ms on the spin period, following iss slowly widening due to the mass transfer the mass of the white
thee work of Papaloizou and Pringle (1978), Harding (1982), and dwarff increases until it reaches the Chandrasekhar limit and col-
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lapsee to a neutron star follows. During this collapse at least
0.11 M 0 is lost from the system (the change in binding energy of
thee primary), and the binary will temporarily detach. The nuclear
evolutionn of the secondary will continue and after some time it
willl again fill its Roche lobe and resume transfer of mass. It is at
thiss point that our calculations start.
Ourr models begin with a 1.3 MQ neutron star and a 0.8 M 0
companionn with heavy element abundance Z = 0.02 (see discussion).. Through the condition that the secondary fills its Rochelobee the orbital period is determined by the radius of the
secondary,, i.e. by how far it has evolved up the giant branch. It
iss assumed that the surface magnetic field when the neutron star
formedd (B0) was 10' 2 Gauss, and that it decayed (according to
thee above description) during the detached phase. The length of
thiss phase is calculated under the assumption that 0.1 M 0 is lost
fromm the system during the supernova explosion. The initial neutronn star spin period was taken to be 1 second, because young
pulsarss wich are born with a much shorter period are probably
spunn down on a very short timescale (a few times 10 4 yr) after
theirr formation. The exact value of this initial spin period has
veryy little influence on the results since as soon as mass transfer
startss the period quickly evolves towards the equilibrium period.
Thee calculations were done for a range of initial orbital periods
andd for different parameters describing the magnetic field decay.
Thee results of the calculations are best understood by consideringg the relative magnitude of the following timescales:
T,.VV - the duration of the mass transfer phase;
r dd - the duration of the detached phase;
Tspp - the spin-up time scale, QtJQ for cos — 0 (see Eq. 6);
r B11 - the initial B-field decay timescale;
TB22 - the second B-field decay timescale;
ttuu - the time needed to reach B„.
Thee magnitudes of TCV and t d are determined by the initial orbital
periodd chosen: a shorter period implies a less massive core, and
hencee much more slowly evolving giant. The magnitude of r sp is
determinedd by the mass accretion rate and the magnetic field
strength;; the other time scales are essentially free parameters.
Wee shall discuss one model in detail to illustrate the types of
spin-upp behaviour that can be encountered. The system consideredd started to transfer mass again after the supernova at an
orbitall period of 9.7 days, which yields a rev = 1.0 10 8 yr and a
Tdd = 7.010 6 yr. The average mass transfer rate in such a system
iss 4.5 10~ 9 M 0 /yr. The magnetic field decay parameters used are
TB11 = 2 10 6 yr, B„ = 5 108 Gauss and r B2 = 10'°yr. In Fig. 1 the
spinn period and the fastness parameter tos are given as a function
off time elapsed since the supernova explosion. Because xA is of
thee same order as i B1 the magnetic field has not yet decayed very
muchh during the detached phase, and when mass transfer starts
thee neutron star is spun up to its equilibrium period of ~ 60 millisecondss on the spin-up time scale TSP, which is then of order
10 4 yr.. For some time the star remains near its equilibrium period,, which is decreasing on a timescale i B1 due to the decay of
thee magnetic field (the mass accretion rate is almost constant). At
88 10 6 yr the period gets out of equilibrium again. This is caused
byy the fact that the very small accretion torque acting on the star
whenn it is close to equilibrium is no longer able to spin it up
sufficientlyy to follow the change in the equilibrium period due to
thee magnetic field decay. In terms of time scales this means that
r lpp has become comparable to, or larger than, T B1 . The fastness
parameterr deviates more and more from its equilibrium value,
andd if the rapid field decay would not stop this trend would con-
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Fig.. 1. The neutron star spin period and the fastness as a function of
timee elapsed since the formation of the neutron star. The parameters
describingg the magnetic field decay in this particular model were B0 1012Gauss,, B„ = 5 I08Gauss, i B] = 2 10"yr and iB2 = I010yr. The initiall values of the orbital period, neutron star mass and giant mass were
9.77 days, 1.3 M Q and 0.8 M Q respectively

tinuee indefinitely since TIp only increases (Eq. 6). The further evolutionn in this case is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 1. The
dynamicall importance of the magnetic field is quickly reduced,
andd the magnetospheric boundary will be pushed to the stellar
surface,, at which point boundary layer accretion determines the
spin-upp rate. In this way the minimum period of 1.5 ms is reached
inn about 3 10 7 yr. If however the magnetic-field decay time scale
changess from TB1 to the much longer T B2 at r tr we again enter
thee regime where xsp < r B2 , the timescale on which the equilibriumm period is changing. The fastness parameter increases again
andd has reached the equilibrium value at 3 I0 7 yr. When mass
transferr stops the spin period of the neutron star is 2.21 ms,
slightlyy above the minimum period.

4.. Discussion
Iff a prescription is given for the evolution of the magnetic field
off the neutron star our calculations yield a definite prediction of
thee relation between orbital period and spin period of the neutron
starr when mass transfer stops. It is very plausible (Savonije, 1983;
Paczynski,, 1983; Joss and Rappaport, 1983) that the end productss of this type of evolution are observed as wide binary radio
pulsars.. A comparison of the theoretical relation between spin
periodd and orbital period at the end of the mass transfer phase
withh the observed relation for binary radio pulsars may therefore
providee constraints on the magnetic field decay. In Fig. 2 we
havee plotted the predicted relations for two different values of
Blr,, and for three values of T B1 . The dashed lines represent the
resultss in the case where it was assumed that the rapid field decay
continuess indefinitely (r,r » TCV). It is seen that in this case all
neutronn stars in binaries that end with orbital periods <63 days
aree spun up_ to the minimum period of 1.5 ms, mainly by boundaryy layer accretion. Only for systems that end with orbital periods
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Fig.. 2. The neutron star spin period as a function of orbital period at
thee end of the mass transfer phase, with and without a bottom in the
magneticc field decay. Three models with rB1 = 2106 (curve labeled 1),
510 66 (2) and 107yr (3) are shown. All three have rB2 - 1010yr, B0 =
10' 2 G,, Blr = 5 108G and initial values of the giant and neutron star
masss of 0.8 and 1.3 M 0 , respectively

Fig.. 3. The dependence of our results on the model parameters. Plotted
aree the results for a standard case (the same as in Fig. 2 with iB1 =
55 106 yr), and the results if one of the following parameters is set to a
differentt value: B0 = 10 , 3 G,fl„= 10' G, an initial giant mass of 0.9 M Q ,
andd rd twice the standard value. Also shown is the relation in the case
thatt the giant has an extreme Population II composition (Z = 0.0001)

> 6 33 days is t e , short enough that there still can be a noticeable PSRR 1855 + 09 (P 5pin = 5.3 ms, P orb = 12.3 days, B, = 4 1 0 8 G
fieldfield left when the mass transfer stops, in which case the spin(Taylor,, private comm.)), PSR 1953 + 29 (P spin = 6.1 ms, P„h =
periodd is equal to the equilibrium period at this moment. The 1177 days, BS = 4.5 10 8 G) and PSR 0820 +02 (P !pin = 865 ms,
solidd lines in Fig. 2 represent the results if we assume that Bu P o r b == 1232 days, B s = 3.3 1 0 " G).
equalss 5 108 Gauss, and T B2 = 10'°yr, which is almost identical
Inn our calculations we did not consider systems with orbital
too assuming a bottom value of the field at Bu. For the longer periodss like in PSR 0820+ 02, because in these long period
periodd system this does not affect the outcome, since for these binariess the giant starts to transfer mass when it is already
t evv < Tlt. For the shorter period systems the situation now veryy evolved, in which case very high (10~ 6 to 10~ 7 M o /yr)
changess since we have t ev > zlr and T8P < T B 2 , which means that masss transfer rates are obtained. These rates are highly supertheyy will be able to remain spinning at the equilibrium period Eddington,, and we can not guess how this will affect the spin-up
correspondingg to a field of 5 108 Gauss until the mass transfer mechanism.. Nevertheless, the evolutionary scenario is very well
stops.. The increase in spin period to shorter orbital periods re- possible,, and the fast evolution expected in these systems is in
flectss the difference in accretion rates for these systems.
goodd agreement with both the high magnetic field strength and
Thee sensitivity of these results to the input parameters is thee small age of the white dwarf companion observed in this
illustratedd in Fig. 3. Here we have plotted the results for a stan- systemm (Kulkarni 1986).
dardd case (B 0 = 10 12 Gauss, T B1 = 5 10 6 yr, T B2 = 10 ,o yr, Bu =
Thee position of PSR 1855 + 09 in the diagram is in reasonable
55 108 Gauss, M g i a m = 0.8 M G ), and also the results if either Bm agreementt with the model that has a bottom in the magnetic
BB00,, M giant or i d , which is a measure of the amount of mass lost fieldfield decay. The spin period is very close to the equilibrium period
inn the supernova explosion, is varied. It is clear that the results givenn its observed magnetic field and the mass transfer rate from
off the calculations are not very sensitive to variations of M glan , ourr calculations. Since the spin period will decrease by the nororr Td within a reasonable range. If a larger initial value of the mall pulsar spin down mechanism after the mass transfer stops,
magneticc field at the formation of the neutron star is chosen the thee fact that the spin period is so close to the expected value at
expectedd spin period for the long period systems increases, since thee end of the mass transfer phase implies that this phase must
thee magnetic field, and hence the equilibrium period, are larger havee ended less than one spin-down timescale (2 10' yr) ago. The
whenn mass transfer stops. The short period systems are affected durationn of the mass transfer phase for a system at this orbital
inn the same way by an increase in the value of B„. Also plotted periodd (x„ ~ 10 9 yr) is long compared to the time the magnetic
iss one example in which the giant has an extreme Population II fieldfield needed to decay to its present value (<10t B 1 ). This means
composition.. These giants have "smaller radii than Population I thatt the assumption that the magnetic field decay slows down
giantss and hence the mass transfer stops at a shorter'orbital att about 10' G can only be avoided if the neutron star formed
periodd (for the same core mass). For shorter orbital periods the duringg the last few percent of the mass transfer phase, and we
relationn between spin and orbital period is hardly affected by the aree now observing it not more than a few times rB1 after mass
composition. .
transferr stopped. This problem becomes even worse when it is
Theree are three wide binary radio pulsars with a low mass takenn into account that after the collapse of the white dwarf there
companionn that might have followed the evolutionary scenario mustt have been a detached time which lasted for a few t B 1 . Alwee model, These are (see e.g. Taylor and Stinebring, 1986): thoughh this special set of circumstances can not be definitely
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excluded,, we prefer the explanation that the rapid magnetic field
decayy slows down at about 10 9 G.
Thee binary radio pulsar PSR 1953 + 29 cannot tell us anythingg about the existence of a bottom in the magnetic field
becausee it is at an orbital period where t ev < T,r. It can howeverr yield information about the initial field decay timescale r Hl .
Comparingg the position of this pulsar in the diagram with the
predictionss for different values of T B1 it seems that 610 6 yr is
aa good estimate for the parameters we have assumed. Any value
derivedd for T B I in this way is only an upper limit since the
pulsarr may already have been spinning down. To estimate the
bestt upper limit for r fll we have tried to fit the position of
PSRR 1935 + 29 with a model in which the other parameters are
takenn to have extreme values, in such a way that a large value
forr T B1 results. These parameters were the lowest initial B-field
inferredd from radio pulsar observations (5 1 0 " G, see e.g. van
denn Heuvel 1984), a high initial giant mass (1.0M o ) and a long
detachedd time (twice the normal value). To account for the uncertaintyy in the GL-theory we used a slightly different form for
thee dimensionless torque n(« s ) which yields an weq of 0.5 (see GL
Fig.. 3). The upper limit derived in this way is 1.2 10 7 yr.
Wee conclude that our detailed calculations of neutron star
spin-upp in LMXRB's offer strong support to the idea that these
aree the progenitors of the wide low-mass binary millisecond pulsars.. If, in turn, we accept this evolutionary scenario, calculations
off this type may be a promising way of acquiring more knowledgee about the decay of the magnetic field in neutron stars.
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